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An ally is someone who openly challenges 

systems, policies and behaviours that obstruct 

equality for LGBT people, but they do not 

necessarily identify as gay, lesbian, bi or trans 

themselves. 



Why do we need allies at work?

• One in six LGBT staff (16 per cent) have been subjected to negative comments or conduct from work 

colleagues because they are LGBT. This includes being the target of derogatory remarks, experiencing 

bullying and abuse, and being outed without consent. This rises to three in ten of trans people (30 per 

cent).

• Four per cent of trans people have been physically attacked by customers or colleagues in the workplace 

for being trans.

• One in ten LGBT staff (10 per cent) wouldn't feel confident reporting homophobic or biphobic bullying to 

their employer. This number rises to almost one in five trans people (18 per cent) who wouldn't report 

transphobic bullying in the workplace.



Why do we need allies at work?

• Almost one in six trans respondents (14 per cent) are still not addressed with their correct name and 

pronouns at work.

• LGBT staff looking for work often face discrimination when applying for jobs; almost one in ten LGBT 

people (seven per cent) say they didn't get a promotion they were up for at work in because they're LGBT. 

This raises to nearly one in six (17 per cent) of trans people.

• A third of LGBT staff (34 per cent) hid or disguised that they are LGBT at work in the last year because 

they were afraid of discrimination.



• “I’ll be there in a minute, my computer’s just being 

really gay”

• “Simon’s gay?! I didn’t know! Oh what a waste”

• Excluding a colleague from social events or work 

meetings because of their sexual orientation

• “You really can’t tell he used to be a man can 

you?”

• Oh it’s such a shame, she was such a pretty 

woman before.

• Excuse me, I think you’re in the wrong toilets?

• “He says he’s bisexual but he clearly just hasn’t 

made up his mind yet”

• (To a female colleague) “Why are you going to 

the LGBT network – I thought  you had a 

husband?!”

• Gossiping about a colleague who may have 

previously had an opposite-sex partner and now 

has a partner of the same sex.



Why have a network group?

• The majority has a wider space for impact than the minority - allies can help your network group achieve 

its goals and grow. 

• If LGBT employees want to get involved in LGBT work, but aren’t out, they could get involved as allies.

• Ensure intersectionality.

• A way of allowing allies to physically and visibly show their commitment to LGBT equality.
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Starting out…….

• Enfys LGBT+ Network set up in September 2017

• More Allies than members!

• Meetings held off site



Progressing!
• Senior Ally – made a HUGE difference!

• Staff Experience Stories presented to Board

• Organisation’s Chair asked to become an ally

• Meetings moved into PHW Office and linked with other PHW locations

• Promotional activities: Intranet Articles and speakers

• Attending Pride Events 



Where are we now?
• Members and Allies list grows every week

• Rainbow Stickers, Flags, Badges,  Lanyards and Laces

• NHS Rainbow Badge Scheme

• Network Intranet Pages

• Allies encouraged to talk about what they do

• Diversity and Inclusion Week & Rainbow Day

• Regular events held



Steps to Equality



Rainbow Day



Drop In Sessions



Pride Events



Going Forward
• Keep Going!

• Use your Allies

• Senior Support

• Be visible



Any Questions?
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What does being an Ally mean to you?

Are you an Ally? And if you are, think about 
the moment you became one…



What is an LGBT+ Ally?

An ally, straight ally, or heterosexual ally is a heterosexual 
and/or cisgender person who supports equal civil rights, gender 
equality, and LGBT social movements, and challenges 
homophobia, biphobia, and transphobia. ... 
An ally acknowledges that LGBTQ people face discrimination 
and thus are socially disadvantaged.



People Vs People



What did we do to gain Allies?
o New Ally+ lead and new team of Allies to outline a strategy and deliver our key goal of 

supporting the network and being very very visible and linking to other networks
o Rebrand Ally+ taking message wider – ‘we all support each other’
o Events 

First event London Wall – 80 attendees – theme ‘being visible’
Second event – 2020 Halifax – theme ‘community’ “linking to other networks”

o New internal platform to show case our work (HIVE)
o Monthly blog from Ally+
o Weekly news item share e.g. News in Northern Ireland around same sex marriage
o Recognition of key dates e.g. International Men’s day recognition for straight male ally

Strategy Planning session for 2020 we keep the momentum built in 2019 into 2020 and 
beyond 



What can you do?

SMALL/QUICK WINS:
Signature updates

- Pronouns & LGBT+ Network Logo
Do you have network?

- Find it and get involved as an Ally – ask them how?
Don’t be a Bystander

- Speak up when you hear inappropriate language – CALL IT 
OUT



LARGER/LONG TERM
- Formal Initiatives are powerful: they help you engage with everyone 

inclusively in your organisation – Form an LGBT+ & Ally working Group
- Promote inclusivity through, internal platforms 
- Update your induction packs so LGBTQ aren’t swear words or words that 

are whispered 
- Work with external LGBTQ activists / charities / networking groups to work 

with you and share best practice 

What can you do?



ANY QUESTIONS?



Top Tips

1. Don’t make assumptions

• Because a woman has children it does not mean she identifies as straight

• Because a man has a boyfriend does not mean he necessarily identifies as gay

• Remember that LGBT people are a diverse bunch, and that they do not all have the same experiences

2.   Make it personal



Top Tips

3.  Be visible



Top Tips

4. Challenge inappropriate behaviour

5. What can your organisation do and how can you support the organisation?

• Policy

• Network group

• Training

• Managers

• Monitoring

• Community Engagement



What makes an ally?!



What makes an ally?

Bronze

-

Silver

-

-

Gold

-

-

-



What makes an ally?

Bronze

- Accepting all LGBT colleagues

Silver
- Showing visible support by wearing a lanyard

- Attending a network event to show support

Gold

- Proactive approach to visibility beyond lanyard: email signature, sharing network’s social media, 

any other visible network materials e.g. mugs 

- Sharing their personal story why they’re proactively involved as an ally

- Helping to organise a network event



Case study

You overhear two of your colleagues talking about their mornings,

And discussing another colleague (Sam) who is not present.

Sam has recently told her colleagues that she identifies as Bi-sexual.

The colleagues are joking about Sam, saying she just can't make up her mind 

and need to make a choice and settle down.

The colleagues say that this is probably a fad and "young Sam" will get over 

it soon, and shouldn't be indulged. 

What would you do in this situation?

What could you do to stop this from happening in the future?



Q & A



Thank you for attending this workshop.

Refreshments are now being served in 
Marble Hall.


